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Abstract
Shareholder activism has emerged as a prominent threat for corporate managers, but extant research has
largely overlooked actions managers can take to deflect or even deter pressures from activist investors. In
this talk, I will discuss two studies that examine how firms go beyond either acquiescing or overtly resisting
activist pressures as well as the outcomes of those actions. In the first study, we discuss how managers
who are under activist pressure may undertake acquisitions as a means to deflect the threat from activists.
We discuss the attributes of acquisitions that influence the degree to which they can deflect the threat of
activists. In line with our arguments, we find that activist induced acquisitions are more diversifying and
larger than activism-free acquisitions. In addition to demonstrating that these acquisitions are
characteristically different from other acquisitions, we explore the immediate, short-term, and long-term
consequences of these acquisitions. In the second study, we take it one step earlier to examine when and
how firms may undertake aversive impression management to preemptively shield themselves from salient
activism threats. We find evidence that when proximal firms are engaged by activists, firms do undertake
actions that are likely designed to make them less prominent targets. In a supplementary analysis, we
examine whether these actions reduce the likelihood that the firm will be targeted by financial activists.
Together, these two studies show that the toolkit managers can employ when facing the threat of activism
includes actions to blunt both the existing and looming threat of activists.
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